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CMS Silicon Strip Tracker

✤ 2.4m diameter, 5.5m long, 198m2, 15148 modules,      
9.3 million channels, in a 3.8T solenoïd

✤ must provide low occupancy, fast readout, high 
precision, radiation hardness

✤ double sided layers : stereo angle of 100 mrad (5.7 deg)
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1 Introduction
The primary goal of the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) experiment [1] is to explore particle
physics at the TeV energy scale exploiting the proton-proton collisions delivered by the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC) [2]. The central tracking detector [1] built for the CMS experiment is
a unique instrument, in both size and complexity. It comprises two systems based on silicon
sensor technology: one employing silicon pixels and another using silicon microstrips. The
Pixel Detector surrounds the beampipe and contains 66 million detector channels [3]. The Pixel
system is, in turn, surrounded by the Silicon Strip Tracker (SST), which is the subject of this
paper.

The SST consists of four main subsystems, shown in Fig. 1: the four-layer Tracker Inner Bar-
rel (TIB), the six-layer Tracker Outer Barrel (TOB) and, on each side of the barrel region, the
three-disk Tracker Inner Disks (TID), and the nine-disk Tracker End Caps (TEC). Each TID disk
is made of three rings of modules, while TEC disks have seven rings. Overall, the tracker
cylinder is 5.5 m long and 2.4 m in diameter, with a total active area of 198 m2, consisting of
15 148 detector modules and comprising 9.3 million detector channels. Each detector module
consists of a carbon or graphite fibre frame, which supports the silicon sensor and the asso-
ciated front-end readout electronics. Four barrel layers and three rings in the end cap disks
are equipped with double-sided modules, each of which is constructed from two single-sided
modules mounted back-to-back with a stereo angle of 100 mrad between the strips. The silicon
sensors are made up of single-sided p+ strips on n-bulk sensors with two different thicknesses:
320 µm and 500 µm in the inner four and outer six layers of the barrel, respectively; 320 µm in
the inner disks; and 320 µm and 500 µm in the inner four and outer three rings of the end cap
disks, respectively. There are a total of fifteen different types of sensors in the SST, which vary
in terms of strip length and pitch [4] to ensure that the single strip occupancy is low even at
full LHC luminosity.

The first experience of the SST operation and detector performance study was gained in sum-
mer 2006, when a small fraction of the SST was inserted into the CMS detector. Cosmic ray
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Figure 1: Schematic cross section of the CMS tracker. Each line represents a detector module.
Double lines indicate double-sided modules which deliver stereo hits.

TEC
TIB

TIB : Tracker Inner Barrel

TOB : Traker Outer Barrel

TID : Tracker Inner Disks

TEC : Tracker End Cap



Modules
✤ sensors of p+ strips on n-bulk, thickness of 320 and 500 μm

✤ 15 types of sensors, 512 or 768 strips, pitch 80-205 μm

✤ pitch depend of R : keep low occupancy and good resolution

✤ analogue readout
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Silicon modules 
!! Strips 

!! Single sided, AC coupled 

!! Thickness: 320 and 500 !m  

!! Pitch: 80 – 200 !m (depending on the 

distance from the interaction point for 

keeping the occupancy low and the resolution 
high) 

!! Double-sided modules made by two back-to-

back single-sided modules, 10 mrad tilted 

!! Pixels 
!! Thickness: 250!m  

!! Pixel dimension: 100x150 !m2 

!! 52x80 arrays per each sensor 

13/10/10 RESMDD10 - Florence M.A. Borgia - UCD 

kapton circuit 
for bias voltage

support frame
carbon fibre/ 

graphite

Front-end 
hybrid



Readout

APV25 chip :

✤ pre-amplification

✤ fast shapping :

๏ Peak mode : rise time of 50 ns, 1 sample

๏ Deconvolution mode :
๏ standard mode in collision
๏ combine 3 samples, shorter pulse
๏ needed but more sensitive to timing and reduced S/N

๏ 2 shaper parameters tuned to give expected 
rise time and shape close to ideal RC-CR curve

✤ Send information of 128 strips in an analogue frame 
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2.1 The control and readout systems 3
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F igure 2: (left) Tw o A P V 25 d ata frames m u lti p lexed, containing a ti me stam p an d the sensor
p u lse height infor mation. (right) A feature of the A P V 25 d ata stream, k no w n as a tick mar k,
that is hea v il y used by the checkout an d com m issioning proced ures. T he left an d right figures
ha v e sam p ling inter v als of 25 ns an d 1.04 ns, respecti v el y.

alternati v e mode, deconvolution, perfor ms a d d itional signal processing to constrain the signal
to a single bu nch crossing [16] at the ex pense of a red uced signal-to-noise ratio. D econ v ol ution
is ex pected to be the stan d ard mode of operation. H o w ev er, the resu lts presented in this paper
are based on d ata accu m u lated w ith pea k mode operation, u nless stated other w ise.

F igure 2 (left) sho w s an exam p le of the ra w d ata captured at 40 M H z by a single F E D rea d-
out channel on recei pt of a trigger. T he d ata contain frames from t w o A P V 25 chi ps that are
m u lti p lexed (interlea v ed) together. A single frame com prises 12 bits of binar y infor mation that
encodes ti me an d error infor mation, k no w n as the d igital hea der, follo w ed by analogue p u lse
height d ata from 128 sensor stri ps. A trailing tick mark i denti fies the en d of the frame. T he struc-
ture obser v ed in the p u lse height d ata across the 128 channels is d ue to static offsets, k no w n as
pedestals, w hich are u nique to each detector channel. Small, ti me-v ar y ing common mode shifts in
the lev els of all 128 channels are obser v ed w hen operating. F igure 2 (left) also sho w s an exam-
p le of a signal left by a m ini m u m ionising particle. Signals are su peri m posed on the pedestal
an d com mon mode lev els, w hich m ust be subtracted before the signal can be i denti fied.

In the absence of a trigger, no d ata frames are outp ut by the A P V 25 chi p, but tick mar ks are
prod uced ev er y 70 clock cycles. F igure 2 (right) sho w s the p u lse shape of m u lti p lexed tick
mar ks from t w o A P V 25 chi ps that are reconstructed w ith an effecti v e sam p ling frequency of
960 M H z. T his tick mar k feature is used hea v il y in the checkout an d com m issioning proced ures
detailed belo w.

T he F E Ds can for mat the p u lse height d ata from the A P V 25 chi ps in d ifferent w a ys. T he fi rst
is Scope M ode (S M ), w hich is si m p l y a capture of the ra w d ata, as sho w n in F ig. 2 (left). T he
secon d is Virgin Ra w (V R), w hich remo v es all of the binar y infor mation (d igital hea der an d
tick mar ks) an d si m p l y pro v i des the d igitised p u lse height d ata from the sensors. Both modes
pro v i de d igital sam p les w ith a 10-bit range an d are used w hen com m issioning the SST system
an d for debugging. T he third an d nor mal mode of operation is Z ero Su p pressed (Z S). T his uses
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the readout and control system.
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Figure 3: Pulse shape in peak and deconvolution mode for a TOBmodule. Data are obtained using the
setup described in 2.
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Timing

Off-detector Front-End Controller (FEC)

๏ send clock, L1 triggers, slow control commands

๏ time adjustement
๏ Synchronization of all modules to each other, looking at tick mark sent every 35 LHC clock
๏ global latency scan by steps of 25ns, synchronize tracker to central trigger
๏ fine delay scan by steps of 1ns

๏ per detector layer
๏ delay corrected for time of flight

๏ mis-timing of 5 ns would give ~6% less signal in TOB

5
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Signal treatment

✤ Data sent via optic link to Front End Driver (FED) processing board
๏ laser tuned to optimize ADC range

✤ FED digitize signal and apply Zero Suppression
๏ analogue baseline level tuned for a MIP signal at 1/3 of ADC range

๏ special runs in absence of signal to measure pedestal and noise for each strip

๏ Noise depends on strip length, temperature

๏ calibration each times conditions have changed (hardware, temperature)
6
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Gain calibration

✤ tick mark calibration
๏ First calibration using tick mark height and tuning 

it to 640 ADC counts

๏ does not take into account differences at the 
sensor level

✤ particle calibration
๏ use path length corrected on-track cluster charge

๏ normalize to 300 ADC counts/mm :  expected 
value for MIP with calibration of 270e-/ADC 
count

7
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Clusters and hits

✤ Cluster from 3 thresholds algorithm : 

๏ seeded from strips with charge > 3 times the strip noise

๏ add neighbours with charge >  2 times the strip noise

๏ cluster kept if charge > 5 times cluster noise (quad. sum of strips noise)

๏ need of strip noise value

✤ Hit : cluster with associated position and errors

๏ position from centroid of strips signal height

๏ corrected from magnetic field effect

8



Lorentz Angle
✤ Due to magnetic field, drift direction 

of charge carriers is tilted by the 
Lorentz angle

✤ maximal effect in barrel : B ⊥ E

✤ Systematic shift in cluster position : 

✤ Study cluster width versus particle 
crossing angle

✤ Minimum cluster width for Lorentz 
angle

9
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Figure 2: Cluster formation in presence of a magnetic field, with the approximations adopted for the model. Tracks

incident with a generic angle (a) and with an angle equal to the Lorentz angle (b) are considered. The cluster is

represented by the rectangle.

side for a hole formed at depth z (! 0) is given by:

!x(z, !t) = z · tan !t + "x(z) , (2)

where z · tan !t is the horizontal projection of the track and "x(z) is the endpoint displacement due to the Lorentz
force

"x(z) = "z · tan"L . (3)

With the conventions on the axis and magnetic field sign adopted in fig.1, a negative sign for tan"L and for the

hole displacement "x(z) is expected. Thus the centroid of the cluster generated by the track is displaced by

"xcluster =
t

2
· tan"L , (4)

with respect to the position in the absence of magnetic field, where t (positive) is the thickness of the sensor. If the
displacement is measured, the Lorentz angle can be calculated as

tan"L #
2"xcluster

t
. (5)

Measuring the displacement is however difficult as the expected value is order of few tenths of microns. Alterna-

tively the Lorentz angle can be obtained from the cluster width versus !t, the track incidence angle in the plane

orthogonal to the strips. In the absence of a magnetic field the hole drift follows the electric field lines, which are

normal to the strips. Hence tracks orthogonal to the detector achieve a minimum cluster width. If the track inci-

dence angle increases, the cluster size increases accordingly. On the contrary, in the presence of a magnetic field,

the drift direction is no longer along the electric field lines, as shown in fig.2. Therefore the minimal cluster size

is found for particles traversing the detectors with the same inclination as the drift lines. Since the angle between

electric field and drift direction is by definition the Lorentz angle, the measurement of the track incident angle for

which minimum cluster size is achieved provides a direct measurement of the Lorentz angle itself. With reference

to eq.(2), the Lorentz angle is "L such that

!x(z, "L) = 0 . (6)

In silicon detectors, however, the electric field changes linearly with the depth z, due to the spatial charge present
in the depleted region, and for highly segmented detectors it is given by [1]:

E(z) = Vbias!Vdepl

t + 2Vdepl

t2 (t + z) for Vbias $ Vdepl ,

E(z) = 2Vbias

w2 (w + z) for Vbias < Vdepl ,
(7)

where z (! 0 in the adopted reference frame) is the depth inside the sensor, t is the detector thickness, Vbias is the

bias voltage, Vdepl is the depletion voltage and w is the thickness of the depleted region in the case of not fully

depleted detectors. In fig.3 the shape of the electric field inside a generic TIB(TOB)module is shown, together with

the corresponding hole mobility, for the specific working conditions of the detectors used for the measurement (as

will be shown in the following). Since the hole mobility depends on the electric field, the Lorentz angle, as defined

by eq.(1), is not constant in the silicon bulk and the measurements as obtained from eq.(5) and eq.(6) may yield
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14 4 Performance of the Local Reconstruction

Lorentz angle, this distribution is fitted to the function:

f (!t) =
h
P
· p1 · | tan !t ! p0|+ p2

where h is the detector thickness, P is the pitch, and p0, p1 and p2 are the fit parameters. The
parameter p0 is, in effect, tan !L, while p1 represents the slope of the line divided by the ratio of
thickness to pitch. The third parameter, p2, is the average cluster size at the minimum.

Figure 10: Lorentz drift in the microstrip sensors.
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Figure 11: Cluster size versus incident angle in one module of TOB Layer 4.

The Lorentz angle is measured for each individual module. The mean tan !L is 0.07 in TIB and
0.09 in TOB, with an RMS of 0.02 and 0.01, respectively. A small difference between TIB and
TOB is expected because the hole mobility depends on the electric field, and therefore, for the
same applied voltage, on the thickness.

The Lorentz angle correction applied to clusters during track reconstruction is relatively small
– of the order of 10 µm – but it is still larger than the overall alignment precision [31]. The
alignment procedure can therefore provide a useful method of cross-checking the Lorentz angle
measurements. In particular, it is useful to compare the residual distributions from data with
and without the magnetic field applied. Results from the tracker alignment procedure confirm
the measurements presented here [31].

4.5 Hit efficiency

The hit efficiency is the probability to find a cluster in a given silicon sensor that has been
traversed by a charged particle. In order to calculate the hit efficiency, track seeding, finding,
and reconstruction must be performed. The results presented here have been determined using
the Combinatorial Track Finder for cosmic ray muons events (see Section 5.1 for further details),

tan ΘL δx

TIB

TOB

0.07±0.02 ∼10μm

0.09±0.01 ∼20μm



Charge collection

✤ S/N : important variable for 
monitoring of tracker, done run 
by run

✤ computed from on-track clusters 
corrected for path lenght

✤ thick sensors collect more than 
thin

10

TIB TID TOB TEC+ thin TEC+ thick

MPV 19.4 18.5 22.5 19.4 23.9



Module efficiency

✤ 98.1% of channels in operation

✤ For active channels :            
99.8% efficiency
๏ measured from high purity tracks

๏ tracking without the layer studied

๏ module crossed should contain a hit

✤ Done at module level, once per 
week, useful to spot problems

11



Hit resolution

✤ reconstruct track without the 
layer considered

✤ Use overlapping modules

✤ Distance between 2 hits less 
sensitive to track extrapolation, 
interactions with material

✤ Compare Δxhit to Δxpred

✤ Resolution depends of strip 
length, pitch, particle incidence 
angle
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dE/dx
✤ Wide linear range that provide energy loss measurement

✤ use protons in 0.7-1.0 GeV/c range to fit : 

✤ From parameters can extract mass spectrum : D peak visible (not in Pythia)

✤ used for search of heavy stable charged particles, reconstruction of low mass 
resonnances giving charge hadrons (Φ→K+K-)
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8 Particle Identification with dE/dx
Specific ionization energy loss is a powerful observable for particle identification. One such
application will be shown in Sec. 9, and with higher-energy collisions it will be used as one of
the main handles for the search for new charged long-lived particles [11].

In the following the generic notation dE/dx will be used to indicate the ratio between the
charge (or energy) released by a charged particle and the distance it traveled across the sensitive
volume of a silicon strip sensor. The same notation will also be used to indicate the specific
ionization produced by a particle.

This part of the analysis is restricted to the data sample in collisions at 900 GeV. The following
selection was applied at track level, before the computation of the particle dE/dx:

• the track has to be flagged as highPurity;
• it must have at least 10 hits in the silicon strip tracker;
• it must be loosely compatible with the primary vertex in the transverse (|dxy| < 2

cm) and longitudinal (|dz| < 15 cm) directions.

The fake track rate for this selection is negligible, as estimated from simulation.

The most probable value of the particle specific ionization energy loss can be estimated by
means of one of the estimators documented in [12]. In this paper results are shown for a gen-
eralized mean of the hit charges per unit path length traversed in the silicon (ci for the i-th hit
attached to a given reconstructed track), defined by

Ih =
!

1
N !

i
ck

i

"1/k

(2)

with k = !2. Hit charges are corrected by an equalization factor computed at module level by
means of high-momentum particles (p > 1 GeV/c, at least 8 hits), and expressed in MeV/cm by
applying a conversion factor extracted from cosmic data [13]. The short-hand notation dE/dx
is used for this estimator.

An estimate of the mass of each candidate passing the selection described above can be ob-
tained using the particle momentum and the measurement of the ionization energy loss pro-
vided by the dE/dx estimators. To this end the following relation between dE/dx, p and m is
assumed for the momenta below the minimum-ionizing region:

dE
dx

= K
m2

p2 + C . (3)

Figure 20 shows the distribution of dE/dx versus p for particle-calibrated data and simulation
for the estimator considered. The bands departing toward high dE/dx values at low momen-
tum are attributed to kaon, proton and deuteron tracks. In this study, the proton line is used
to extract the parameters K and C in Eq. 3. The fit to the proton band is restricted to the range
[0.7, 1.0] GeV/c and shown as a red curve in Fig. 20, while the black curves show that the same
K and C values yield a good agreement also for charged kaons and for protons of lower and
higher momentum.

The mass spectrum resulting by inverting Eq. 3 for all tracks with dE/dx > 4.15 MeV/cm and
p < 2 GeV/c is shown in Fig. 21. The known values of the kaon and proton masses are also
indicated as vertical lines on the plot. We observe an additional peak in data which is not
visible in simulation, and we attribute it to deuterons.

K

D

p



Tracking performance

✤ Basic track distributions : good 
data/simulation agreement

✤ Reconstruction of resonnances 
with good precision :

๏ K0S→ππ , Λ0→pπ , 
K*(892)±→K0Sπ , Ξ±→Λ0π , 
Σ(1385)±→Λ0π , Ξ(1530)0→Ξπ

๏ Φ(1020)→KK , D0→Kπ , 
D*→D0π , D+→Kππ , Ω-→Λ0K

✤ Reconstruction of conversion and 
nuclear interactions
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6.3 Local views

In the previous plots, reconstructed conversion and nuclear interaction vertices have been
displayed in global coordinates views (x-y, R, z-R). Nevertheless the CMS Tracker design is
largely modular, with a large number of elementary structures, like silicon modules, that exist
in few flavours but in very large number of identical items. This modularity is translated in the
GEANT4 simulation where an identical substructure, the module logical volume, for example,
is replicated where needed.

This modularity can be exploited to make more efficient use of the available statistics for a de-
tailed investigation of the material of these repeating objects. To do this, the global coordinates
of a 3D point (i.e. the nuclear interaction or conversion vertex) are translated in the local frame
of the nearest module. In particular, to a given position of a global point (xglobal, yglobal, zglobal)
in the CMS reference frame (as provided by the reconstruction) is associated the position in the
local frame of the nearest measurement surface (xlocal, ylocal, zlocal). For a barrel strip module,
the coordinate ylocal runs parallel to the strips with the positive direction pointing away from
the readout chips; the coordinate zlocal is normal to the silicon surface pointing outward with
respect to the strip side; the coordinate xlocal runs along the silicon surface orthogonal to the
strips, with the positive direction oriented accordingly to a right-handed reference system.

Presently, only modules have been studied. The procedure is affected by mis-alignment effects
that have not been compensated for the present studies.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 23: Nuclear interaction local view of the xlocal vs. zlocal projection related to the Inner
Tracker Layer 1, internal part: (a) simulation truth; (b) simulation reconstructed; (c) data.

As an example of this technique, the local transverse view, xlocal vs. zlocal with respect to the
R! module, of the Inner Strip Tracker Layer 1, internal, is shown in Fig. 23 for nuclear interac-
tion vertices. Each plot features the single module local view replicated three times, with the
appropriate relative geometry, to mock-up a portion of the structure. The data based plot of
Fig. 23 (c) shows the structures expected in the simulation but affected by the smearing due to
misalignment and unavoidable irregularities of the passive structures.
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• The dip at the ~ -1.5 gets much smaller

Data/Pythia 8 Track Distributions (pT>0.5GeV) 

Wednesday, June 9, 2010

!"+K- reconstruction

DATA SIMULATION

!Mass fitted with Voigtian (convolution of relativistic BW and gaussian)

!Backgournd fitted with arctan shape

FOR APPROVAL FOR APPROVAL

Φ(1020)→KK

pT>0.5GeV/c

PDG mass : 
1.019455±0.00002 GeV/c2



Conclusion

✤ Largest silicon tracker ever build

✤ Well calibrated and understood

✤ Efficient operation and excellent performance

✤  Allows good tracking, vertexing and physics analyses
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Back-up



Detector monitoring
✤ Express Stream

๏ First reco of data, within 2 hours after run end

๏ a part of triggers only

๏ used for online and first offline DQM

๏ use masks taking into account hardware cabling

✤ Prompt Reco

๏ First reco of all data, within 48 hours

๏ Delay allows to use masking of strips and modules from a 
noisy channel analysis on run by run basis

๏ Used for runs certification

✤ Other checks on regular basis :

๏ spy channels : possibility to read data from FED before ZS

๏ bias HV scan : to study evolution with radiation dose

17



Alignment
✤ track-based algorithms

๏ Millepede II : global method, simultaneous fit of 
alignment parameters

๏ Hit and Impact Point (HIP) : local approach, look 
at each module separately, large number of iterations 
for big misalignment

๏ Used both in sequence

๏ use cosmics (vertical tracks well suited for barrel) and 
collision events

✤ Validation looking at χ2 of tracks, track-to-hits 
and track-to-vertex residuals

✤ Start to take into account bowing of sensors, 
kink between 2 sensors on same module
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